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Sketching is the basis of any model. In this class, we explore 
sketching within Autodesk Inventor software and give you the 
time-saving tips and tricks to make you more productive. We will 
use this class to learn the skills you need to build a rock-solid 
foundation for your models. 

Class summary



At the end of this class, you will be able to:
 Apply sketching tips and tricks
 Effectively use constraints
 Implement Inventor dimensioning
 Manipulate geometry while sketching 

Key learning objectives



About Me
 Live just outside Saskatoon, SK Canada
 My 3rd AU, 2nd Teaching
 CAD/CAM Engineering Technologist (1998)
 Application Specialist for IMAGINiT Technologies (1998 – 2010)
 Technical Services Manager for Prairie Machine & Parts (2010+) 
 Married to the most beautiful woman who has blessed me with 

four wonderful daughters



Sketching



Sketching in Inventor?
 There are two main types of features in Inventor Part 

Modeling: Sketch Features and Placed Features. 
 Sketch Features require a 2D sketch. The Inventor 

Sketch environment is used to sketch, constrain, and 
dimension 2D geometry

 Sketching is the foundation for most of the components 
modeled with Inventor so it is important to have strong 
sketching skills and to build proper sketches



Resources
 14-years of using Inventor 
 Autodesk Knowledge Network (AKN) (& the old Autodesk Wiki)
 Autodesk Inventor Tips & Tricks – TEDCF Publishing 
 CAD Geek Speak Blog [http://autodesk.cadgeekspeak.com]
 Ascent Autodesk Inventor Introduction to Solid Modeling
 Paul Munford aka the CAD Setter Out http://cadsetterout.com
 Curtis Waguespack – Inventor From the Trenches
 John Evans and Scott Moyse – Design and Motion 
 Autodesk Digital Prototyping Blog http://autodeskmfg.typepad.com
 Mark Flayler’s Blog (@ IMAGINiT.com)

http://www.trainingtuturial.com/
http://autodesk.cadgeekspeak.com/
http://www.imaginit.com/training/in-person-classes/course-descriptions/manufacturing/autodesk-inventor-introduction-to-solid-modeling
http://cadsetterout.com/
http://inventortrenches.blogspot.ca/
http://designandmotion.net/
http://autodeskmfg.typepad.com/


Creating and Working with Sketch Planes



Workplanes with Sketches

TIP: You can generate an offset workplane with a sketch on it in one step by 
dragging off the face with the create sketch command






Using Sketches to create Work Features
 Sketch geometry, especially lines can provide an easier method to creating 

difficult to locate work features

 Look at Ben Curtin’s example Inventor Holes at a Compound Angle on the Tata 
CAD Geek Speak blog 

http://autodesk.cadgeekspeak.com/2011/01/inventor-holes-at-a-compound-angle/





Slice Graphics
When the model is in the way on your sketching Slice 
Graphics removes everything between you and the sketch 
plane. [F7 or use the right-click option]

“Slice Graphics slices away (temporarily) the portion of the model that 
obscures the plane”



Project Cut Edges
 Associatively projects edges of the model that intersect with the 

sketching plane. Think of it as the edges of a section view and 
your sketch is the section line






Project Flat Pattern

 Autodesk Wiki definition… “Unfolds a disjointed face or faces 
into the sketch plane.”

 Great when you don’t need the overhead and advanced options of 
the Unfold / Refold features and just want to reference existing 
geometry edges



Creating Geometry



Dynamic Input in the sketch environment “provides a Heads-Up Display (HUD) 
interface near the cursor to help you keep your focus in the sketching area.”
• input fields show transitional dimensional information about your geometry and allows you to define the 

size of the object. 
• TAB toggles between the various options, ENTER will accept the sizes
• Values entered become dimensions when accepted [disable Persistent Dimensions if you don’t 

want dimensions created]. Dimensions are only created on the inputs you entered a value

Dynamic Input



Like a Polyline?

 There are many things that Inventor mimics AutoCAD, 
in a good way, that provide little time savers… which 
over a day can add up
 Spacebar repeats the last command
 When drawing a line right-click and close the line
 Drag to create an arc (next slide)



Sketching Lines
• Tangent or perpendicular arcs using a Line….Press and hold 
the left mouse button and drag.
• Perpendicular lines… press and hold the left mouse button and 
drag away from the object

Line tangent to two circles/arcs: 
1. select and hold the mouse on one of the two circles 

[holding shift will also start tangent]. 
2. Continue to hold, drag to the next circle so that the 

tangent constraint is visible. 
3. Release the mouse button to locate the tangent line



Offset
 Creates geometry by offsetting existing feature edges.

TIP: You do not need to select the entire loop



Sketch Mirror
 be cautious with mirroring geometry as it does not always create a closed loop
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Importing Excel Data

 A Microsoft Spreadsheet can be used to import points 
into a 2D sketch, 3D sketch, or drawing sketch. 
 NOTE: The points are not associated to the spreadsheet
 NOTE: Z-coordinates are ignored when imported into a 2D 

sketch

From Autodesk Wiki “Points can represent inspection 
points, locations for spot welds, and points on a spline.”



Text & Sketches
 Text can be added to any sketch and then embossed or 

extruded to add features to your model
 Uses could include part numbers, dates, place of 

manufacture, brand names, and logos stamped, engraved, or 
etched into the component



Creating Text

Font Settings

Justification

Link to a parameter



Reusing Geometry



AutoCAD Geometry

 Why redo when you can reuse? AutoCAD geometry can be imported into your 
sketches 

 Once imported add dimensions or constraints as if the geometry originated in 
Inventor

TIP: You can copy & 
paste to bypass the 
wizard

TIP: Use Auto 
Dimensioning to apply 
the “easy” constraints






Copying & Paste

Copy & Paste (Clipboard)
 Use Copy & Paste copies of the sketch into the same sketch, into the model,  

or between parts
 Standard Copy functionality

 right-click Copy or <Ctrl> + C 
 right-click Paste or <Ctrl> + V
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Using Split
“Split curve entities into two or more sections”

TIP: Geometry remains constrained after it is split so it 
can be used to generate construction geometry or to 
get points to snap to






Projecting Geometry
When working on a part within an assembly you can project sketch geometry from another part into 
the current component. By default this projected geometry will be associatively linked (adaptive) 
meaning if the original geometry changes so does the projected geometry.

TIP: Holding the Ctrl key as you select the geometry to project will copy the geometry (and fix it) opposed to 
adaptivitly linking it

TIP: Use the right-click option Remove Fix Constraints to quickly make the newly copied geometry “free” so that 
it can be dimensioned and constrainted.

Is this good? Depends on whether its really your intention to link parts. Adaptivity consumes 
resources and typically should be turned off when not in use. So, if you don’t need the relationship, 
don’t make it



Projecting Geometry
When working in an assembly you can project sketch geometry from one part to another. By default 
the geometry you project will be associatively linked (adaptive) to the source meaning if the source 
changes, the projected geometry will also change. 

TIP#2: Use the application options to flip the default cross-part relationship 
behaviour



Constraints



Use geometric constraints as much as possible 
• Apply constraints first, then dimension which is more efficient and reduces the clutter. Constraints typically represent the things that 

are assumed on a drawing when not dimensioned

Keep It Simple Stupid [KISS]

Be Lazy and keep it simple
• There is a fine line between efficiency and laziness; Don’t try to be everything to everyone with one sketch. Instead of making one 

sketch to be used for every feature in the model follow one of the golden rules… KISS – one sketch per feature
• Only create in the sketch what you can work with easily. The moment sketching becomes work to fully constrained your sketch is 

too complicated 
• Fillets are best as features and should be avoided in the sketch, same with chamfers, mirroring and most patterns. [Why are these 

tools there then? You may run into rare cases where you have to use them]

Fully Constrain Your Sketches
• To quote Curtis Waguespack “The importance of fully constraining your sketches in Inventor cannot be over stated. “
• To make the behaviour of your Autodesk Inventor sketches more predictable, constrain your sketch to the ‘Origin’ (0,0,0).

• TIP: You can have Inventor auto-project the origin point by enabling ‘Auto project part origin on sketch create’. 
[Tools>Application options>Sketch tab]

• Be careful with fix constraints, you should never need more than one



 Use Vertical and Horizontal Alignment to align points
Constraints



TIP: Disable Auto-constraining when sketching by holding down the CTRL key
TIP: Make infer constraints work for you... If you can touch it, you can do something with it

TIP: Use Constraint Options to select which 
constraints will be inferred during sketching.

Automatic Constraints



Other Constraint Options

Constraint Inference - Sets whether constraints are inferred when 
sketching
Constraint Persistence - Sets which constraints are assigned 
once the sketch entity is placed.
Constraint Visibility - Sets which constraints are displayed when 
shown in a sketch. 



TIP: Use Auto-dimensioning to quickly find missing constraints

Auto Dimensioning



Use Degree of Freedom to help find unconstrained, partially constrained or fully 
constrained geometry

Degree of Freedom



Dimensioning
Dimensioning



TIP: Use Center lines to create Revolved Sketch Dimensions

TIP: Angular dimensioning can be created via 3-points

TIP: Save a step and build more intelligence by naming your parameters on the fly

Dimensions

TIP: You can create tangent dimensions if you know where to pick



Miscellaneous



TIP: Any point in the sketch can be used as a hole center (not just hole centers). 
TIP: quickly change points to hole centers via a selection

TIP: Use rectangles, polygons, and offset to create the basis of non-rectangular 
and non-circular patterns

Hole Centers & Patterns



Stretch
 Override constrained geometry with stretch






 Any face in the model or any flat pattern can be 
exported to DWG or DXF avoiding the need for a 
drawing

Export Face



 Similar to AutoCAD blocks allow for the grouping of 
objects into a singular rigid-shape
 Why use them?
 Easier to move and rotate portions or the entire sketch
 Great mechanism to test function before fit and form, even using 

the part sketch in an assembly
 Sketch blocks are the basis for the Layout feature to generate an 

assembly and parts.

Sketch Blocks



 Similar to AutoCAD blocks allow for the grouping of objects into a singular rigid-shape

Sketch Blocks






 A Top-down design tool where the sketch is used as the 
“root” of the design, with the 2D sketch objects 
representations of the desired components. 

 Use the layout to position components and test design 
feasibility. 

 The layout (with sketch blocks) are derived into part and 
assembly models which are associativity linked meaning 
changes to the layout propagates to all of the 
components

Layouts



That’s a wrap…



 Ask now…
 Come see me when its done…
 Let’s head over to the Manufacturing Lounge…
 Send me a tweet @aurbis
 Email me: michaelryanthomas@gmail.com or mthomas@pmparts.com
 Go see what we’re doing at Design and Motion (www.designandmotion.net)

Questions? Comments?

Don’t forget to complete the class survey

mailto:michaelryanthomas@gmail.com
mailto:mthomas@pmparts.com
http://www.designandmotion.net/


Autodesk is a registered trademark of Autodesk, Inc., and/or its subsidiaries and/or affiliates in the USA and/or other countries. All other brand names, product names, or trademarks belong to their respective holders. Autodesk reserves the right to alter product and services offerings, and specifications and pricing at any time without notice, and is not responsible for typographical or graphical errors that may appear 
in this document. © 2013 Autodesk, Inc. All rights reserved.

http://www.autodesk.com/creativecommons
http://www.autodesk.com/creativecommons
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